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Introduction
Tactics of War examines each of the surviving Clan’s
new approach to warfare, discusses the incorporation
of new technologies unleashed during the Reavings,
and the status in the Homeworlds of several venerable
BattleMech designs. The Random Assignment Tables
section provides a series of tables that players can
use to quickly generate diverse forces for game play.
Reaving Point is a trio of linked tracks set on the Clan
capital during the initial outbreak of the Reavings.
Finally, 51 record sheets are provided at the end of the
Supplemental; these cover all of the units detailed in
the Wars of Reaving Rule Annex, as well as additional
units incorporating the new technologies detailed in
that publication.

The Wars of Reaving Supplemental is designed as
a companion product to the Wars of Reaving plotbook,
which can be purchased at your local game retailer or
online (www.battleshop.com). This electronic supplement
provides additional information regarding the status of the
Clan Homeworlds after the events of the Wars of Reaving.
The Looking Back section provides additional
information on the rebellious Society and Dark Caste, and
gives more detail on the mysterious Tanis system, circa
3072. Looking Ahead details each of the four surviving Clans
and their status as of 3090, including their current beliefs
and political outlook. Also included is a brief synopsis
of the two biggest threats to the Clan Homeworlds: the
Hanseatic League and the Escorpión Imperio.
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The Wars of Reaving
Looking Back
Khans of the Grand Council:
An oft-used adage is one that is trotted out in the aftermath of disaster, noting how those who
ignore history are doomed to repeat it. While many of our newer blood would prefer to assign those
wise words to the tainted people of the Inner Sphere, they cannot. It is an ancient Terran creed—
predating even the Star League—and one that has proved correct time and time again.
Even to us, the survivors of the Clans.
Thanks to the diligence of our Watch, this report serves more as a warning than as prediction.
Knowing how our enemies from within existed, we can set our sights upon our present and
prevent another murderous future. I fear that if there is a next time, none of us will survive.
-Loremaster Julia Danforth
Analysis: The Reavings 30123090

The Society

anything beyond specific missions with strict parameters,
often undertaking acts of sabotage or assassinations.
The most common group was a “Trey,” or three Uns. A
“Sept” consisted of seven Uns total, constructed from two
Treys and under the overall command of a Sept commander.
No formalized formations larger than a Sept were ever noted.
The Society typically fielded one to two Septs
in specific missions. More commonly, a Sept or up to
four independently operating Treys would augment a
corrupted Coyote force. These Society Septs would strike
as opportunity opened up or reinforce where the Coyote
commanders dictated. They never worked directly with
the Clan warriors, only alongside them.
Society “warriors” outside the corrupted Clan were
commonly wash-outs from various Clan sibkos; few
actually made it past their Trials of Position, much less
served as active warriors. ProtoMech pilots, though
sourced through various aerospace phenotypes, were
either unblooded, crippled, or failures.
As the Smoke Jaguar’s ProtoMech project took off in
the 3050s, a few Society cells experimented with mixing
several prominent aerospace lines and developing them
at secluded sibko sites on Ironhold. A large number of the
ProtoMech pilots involved within the Reaving campaigns
averaged the age of seventeen, with many near the end of
the Reavings as young as twelve.
Battle armor units were rare within the Society ranks.
Many of the Society’s infantry Treys consisted of several
Elemental phenotypes. These Treys operated in a berserker
style of combat, indicating mutagenic virotherapy is more
readily assimilated by Elemental Bloodlines. Typically,
these infantry Treys were used more to contain and control
captured enclaves and as a first line of defense.

A secret cabal buried within the scientist caste, the
Society proved to be the culmination of corruption of our
Great Founder’s dreams. The power afforded them through
our veneration of genetics and pursuit of perfection laid
the foundation for their treachery. Their egos affronted
with the Bloody ilKhan’s Reaving declaration in December
3071, they blazed forth in an effort to undo everything
that was Clan.
Governed by a form of subcaste system, the Society
poisoned much of the Clans’ technological advancements.
A warrior today needs only look at the impressive
armaments they fielded in their short-lived assault, built
to equalize a Trueborn’s innate combat abilities. While we
abhor what they stood for and their goals, it is part of the
warrior nature to admire superior weaponry.
As our former sibkos learned from the information
received from REVIVAL, so our new sibkin will learn from
the Reavings.
Organization
Society forces consisted of two main groups. The
largest was that of the corrupted geneticists of Clan Coyote.
Those forces often operated under the standard Clan
doctrine and command structure. The corrupted Coyotes
utilized a few Society advisors in longer campaigns, but
mostly remained intact as a Clan force.
The smaller portion of Society forces operated on
what they called a Prime system. The smallest Society force
was called the “Un,” indicating one unit. For the Society, an
Un could be one BattleMech; three battle armor troopers,
infantry platoons, ProtoMechs, or aerospace fighters; or
seven vehicles. Formations this small were rarely used in
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Society Unit Definition Chart
Unit
Un
Trey
Sept
Avg Experience
1
2

Infantry/Platoon
3
9
21
Regular1

Vehicle
7
21
Regular2

ProtoMech
3
9
21
Regular

BattleMech
1
3
7
Veteran2

Aerospace
3
9
21
Veteran

- Add random mutagenic virotherapy effect for each trooper
- Subtract 1 from roll on Random Skills Table (Expanded) (see TW, p. 273)

in Clan space, bandit forces operated openly. Navigating
through the chaos engulfing the Clans, they struck with
impunity when opportunity presented itself. Many bandit
leaders used the time between 3072 and 3075 to carry out
their own vendettas and personal grudges.
Despite the sudden influx of equipment and material,
the bandits found themselves on the losing side of many
battles. While the boost in technology helped keep some
conflicts close, the victories often went to the more
disciplined and regimented Clan warriors.
After the fall of Clan Steel Viper, the remaining Clans
turned their eyes back towards the Dark Caste. Clean-up
operations and hunter-killer missions became common
through the late 3080s. Few, if any, armed bandit groups
remain in Clan space at this time. Those who still infest the
nooks and crannies of the Kerensky Cluster live on borrowed
time; once discovered, swift annihilation is certain.
The following is a brief look at four different bandit
groups that operated during the last two decades. The
purpose is not to bring glory upon these surats, but to
show what the typical face of the Clan’s shadowy enemy
looks like when it surfaces.

By far the most prolific, vehicle Treys formed the bulk
of the Society’s firepower. Most of the equipment was
vintage Star League materiel previously stored in various
Brian Caches and Firebases among the Pentagon and
other Clan worlds. Typically, vehicle crews consisted of
conscripted lower caste personnel who had rudimentary
knowledge of tactics and warfare. Less experienced
than most Inner Sphere academy students, crews lacked
combat skill but more than made up for it in numbers.
A vehicle Un commonly consisted of one or two heavy
vehicles surrounded by a mix of medium and light class
designs. It was uncommon to find a full Sept of vehicles;
they were used mostly in Uns or Treys and combined with
infantry, BattleMech, or ProtoMech Treys as circumstances
warranted.
Bandit Caste
The more militant arm of the Dark Caste, bandits
became a direct threat after the reformation of Clan
Burrock and the emergence of the Society. Once
considered targets for eager sibkos and aged solahma,
bandits developed into an armed wild card during the
Reavings.
Most of these groups maintained a loose connection
to Clan organization, operating in small Stars or an
occasional Cluster in strength. Only a few of the more
dangerous groups mounted larger formations, most
notably that of Jaguar, who commanded over two Clusters
of Dark Caste and material.
Bandit groups rarely worked in cooperation with
other commands, Clan Burrock being the notable
exception. The resurgent (and illegitimate) Clan typically
used bandit forces more as cannon fodder. As such, bandit
groups fielded a hodge-podge of combat equipment,
often battlefield salvage or scraps stolen from Clan
enclaves. After Clan Coyote and the Society began their
uprising, the marauding bandits found easier access to
Clan equipment. The surge of materiel gave some of the
groups a boost of confidence, which resulted in an increase
of raids and seizures across Clan space. For the first time

Jaguar
Later discovered to be the missing Russou Howell,
the Jaguar preyed on the fringes of Clan space for nearly
twenty years. A ruthless commander when he was part
of Clan Smoke Jaguar, Howell devolved into a sadistic
brute—fueled by his degenerative alcoholism—who lead
through violence and force. The Jaguar’s bandit group was
centered on a core of ex-Jaguar warriors and technicians
and grew to nearly two Clusters in size before their demise
on Ghent in 3079.
Their main asset was the Streaking Mist, a Black
Lion-class WarShip that, despite its disrepair, provided
transportation and quarters for most of the bandit
group. The Jaguar’s band also had the use of two Tramp
JumpShips, stolen from a forgotten Clan Widowmaker
merchant caste cache. Planetary transit was carried out
between five DropShips and several small craft. Two
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The Surats
Aptly named, this bandit group was notorious for their
predations on small enclaves and outlying Deep Periphery
worlds between the Kerensky Cluster and the Hanseatic
League. Formed over a century ago, the group operated
as a network, trafficking in slaves and the occasional cache
of military equipment. The Surats used several JumpShips,
most acquired through piracy. (At least two were stolen
from a Diamond Shark merchant cache in 3012.)
Most of the Surat’s military force consisted of a few
battered DropShips, several small craft, and ancient vehicles
scavenged from old Star League caches or battlefields on
minor colony worlds. They avoided outright conflict with
most Clan forces, often preying on enclaves by waylaying
labor or merchant caste transports or small groups on the
fringe of Clan territory. The Surats collected slaves were
collected and shipped to Tanis. The slaves were exchanged
for basic supplies like food, medicine, and spare parts. A
typical shipment would contain roughly thirty to fifty slaves.
The Surats connected with Commodus Van Houten
when he was cut loose from the Prinz Eugen. When Van
Houten was gifted with his former home, many of the Surats
chose to crew the battered WarShip and its attendant vessels.
Most of the bandits died during the Coud Cobra and Star
Adder invasion of Tanis in 3074. The Surat network took
longer to pin down and disassemble, a dedicated joint effort
undertaken by Clans Stone Lion, Cloud Cobra, and Goliath
Scorpion. The last of the Surat bases was destroyed in 3078,
located over 150 light years from the Pentagon worlds.

Visigoth fighters provided the group’s only armed escorts;
both were lost during the Cloud Cobra’s assault on Tanis
in 3073.
Most of the Jaguar’s ground force centered on the
Jaguar’s command Star of OmniMechs and two additional
Stars of BattleMechs. The rest of the force consisted of
Star League-era vehicles gathered from raids on Brian
Caches over the years and three Elemental Points. The
group’s equipment was in a constant state of disrepair,
cobbled together with scrounged and damaged parts.
In 3072, the Society gave the Jaguar two Septs worth
of new Osteon and Septicemia OmniMechs in exchange
for a large slave labor pool that the Jaguar delivered to
Stacha.
Typical Jaguar bandit tactics included subterfuge
and deception combined with extensive use of the
local terrain. It was not uncommon for the bandit group
to sneak onto a world weeks before a raid and set up a
series of ambush points and fallbacks. A raid was almost
always disastrous if it deviated from the extensive plans
and contingencies laid out, often built around how a Clan
warrior (and individual Clan doctrine) would typically
react. A forward-thinking warrior could easily derail the
bandit’s raids.
Pierce
This bandit band was not noted for any major
incidents or violence against Clan enclaves. In actuality,
most Watches were unaware of the existence of this
particular group. In late 3079, a Clan Cloud Cobra Watch
operation on Hellgate ran across their activities and wiped
them out.
Numbering less than fifteen, these bandits were
led by a former scientist named Pierce. Once a caste
leader in Clan Coyote, Pierce turned to masterminding
an elaborate smuggling network. The group trafficked
in blood samples, body parts, and organs. Such material
was an exotic commodity for no less than five Society cells
operating on Hellgate, Kirin, Lum, Tamaron, and Albion.
The bandit network numbered in the hundreds before the
violence of the Reavings ripped it apart. Pierce salvaged
what was left of his operation and retreated to Hellgate,
using the planet’s hostile terrain and paltry population to
lay low.
In 3077, Pierce restarted his operation. The group
would use their battered Hunter-class JumpShip and jump
in at a distant LaGrange point, then use their DropShuttle
and insert themselves into orbital traffic patterns. The
bandits would ground, scout out their target location—
often a genetic lab or, in some cases, a Blood Chapel or
repository—and abscond with various genetic samples,
organs, and even bodies. Before the Reavings, the material
would net the bandits parts, supplies, even slaves. After
the wars, the market had mostly dried up; Pierce had reestablished a connection with a small Society genetic
lab on Hellgate sometime after 3075. The bandit group,
caught at the lab site, was wiped out by Clan Cloud Cobra.
Pierce survived interrogation for three days before finally
succumbing to multiple internal injuries.

Black Mob
Less a unified force and more a sparse network of
barely-functioning space vessels, the Black Mob typically
crewed or captained many Dark Caste transports. The
group modeled themselves after ancient Star League
criminal organizations, with most members operating
independently and maintaining loyalty only to the group.
Before the Burrock rebirth, there were very few instances
of coordinated Black Mob raids.
The Mob tended to recruit anyone with even a
modicum of space aptitude. Many cast-off aerospace
phenotypes from the Cobras, Diamond Sharks, Coyotes,
Wolves, Ghost Bears, Snow Ravens, and Fire Mandrills
found themselves a home within the Mob, crewing vessels
ranging in size from small intrasystem craft to Commodus
Van Houten’s Prinz Eugen. Because of their independent
nature and wide-ranging travels, the Black Mob became the
most reliable conduit of black market and Dark Caste news.
The Mob’s leadership—if a committee of ten captains
could be called as such—sided with the resurgent Burrock
leadership in 3072. Most of the Mob perished in the
subsequent cleansing of the Reavings as their newly acquired
JumpShips (and few WarShips) were targeted. What few
vessels remained were destroyed on sight in the years since
the fall of the Tanis system. While it is certain that a remnant of
the Mob remains plying the space lanes, they have been nonexistent in Clan space; both the Cobra and Adder Watches
believe they have fled into the Deep Periphery and possibly
moved on to piracy actions near the Hanseatic League.
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The Tanis System
Tanis System (3072)

The Tanis system contains two worlds on a similar
elliptical path, with both planets revolving roughly
opposite each other. Despite their same proximity to
the primary, Stacha and Tanis are both vastly different
in makeup. Tanis contains large amounts of fresh water,
the main source of the liquid for the colonies. Most of
the system’s industry was located in and around Mockva
Central, while the other two colonial cities of Punjabi and
Yule centered around large fisheries and pastureland.
Small family compounds dotted the main continent,
numbering less than 100 colonists each. From orbit, the
broad, laser-straight raised track beds connecting the
main cities and outlying supply stations give the planet a
geometric visual texture.
Stacha contains large swaths of plains, ideal for
the vast agricultural crops maintained by the citizens of
Khartom. Markham boasts the system’s largest spaceport,
housing a few small factories and repair bays. When the
Cobras arrived, the handful of DropShips still operating
from Stacha were barely spaceworthy. Several small
intersystem craft were brought out of mothballs to
augment the Tanite’s shipping infrastructure.
Alexandra is almost three-fourths water, though it
contains large quantities of arsenic. The planet has large
underwater mountain ranges that form several long island
chains. Most of the Tanite’s mining industry was centered
on Alexandra, along with the system’s main heavy factory
complex, which was later converted to military use.

Star Type (Recharge Time): F3V (174 hours)
Number of planets: 4 (Alexandra, Stacha, Tanis, Talbot)
Alexandra
Time to Jump Point: 16.10 days
Number of Satellites: 1
Surface water: 70 percent
Atmosphere: Standard (Breathable)
Surface gravity: 0.9
Equatorial Temperature: 22C
Population: 185,000
Stacha
Time to Jump Point: 17.36 days
Number of Satellites: 0
Surface water: 30 percent
Atmosphere: Standard (Breathable)
Surface gravity: 1.1
Equatorial Temperature: 28C
Population: 493,000
Tanis
Time to Jump Point: 19.48 days
Number of Satellites: 0
Surface water: 50 percent
Atmosphere: Low (Breathable)
Surface gravity: 0.7
Equatorial Temperature: 35C
Population: 642,000
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History
Discovered by The Rigelian Collective, a deep space
exploratory company, Radulov was officially named by the
first surveyor to the system in 2494. Albert Radulov was
later convicted of interstellar fraud and for several decades
the system’s survey information was lost.
In 2576, Albert’s granddaughter Kylie Tanis
rediscovered the system’s data. A vocal dissenter of the
Pollux Proclamation, Kylie gathered more than 1,500
like-minded citizens from the Lyran Commonwealth and
Draconis Combine and set off for deep space. They arrived
at the lost system in 2600, promptly renaming it after
their leader who had died two jumps prior. Approximately
1,000 people established the first colony at Markham on
Stacha. The first decade was the hardest, with more than
half of the colony wiped out by a series of pandemics.
When another colony vessel arrived in 2670, only 450
people greeted the new transplants. By 2750, Markham
was on the road to recovery and a new colony, Khartom,
had begun.
Growth was slow but steady after the first few
decades. By 2850, the system’s other two planets—Talbot
being a massive gas giant near the system’s fringe—had
established colonies. The three planets developed a
symbiotic relationship that kept the system completely
self-sustained. With no outside contact in over two
hundred years, the Tanites mothballed their military
equipment or repurposed it for civilian use.
When the Clans arrived in 2965, the Tanites were
caught completely unprepared. What little military
equipment that remained—mostly police and security
vehicles—was no match for the power brought by the
Cloud Cobras.
What the conquerors found was three successful Star
League-era colonies with basic infrastructure, moderate
resources, and complete self-sufficiency. However, they
also absorbed a populace that did not want the Clan’s
oversight or their rule. Resistance to the Cobra’s attempts in
assimilating the Tanites into Kerensky’s vision of society was
stiff. While weapons were not readily available, the majority
of the Tanites embraced a policy of passive resistance.
Facilities slowed down output, infrastructure
developed “mechanical difficulties,” and basic services
stopped all together. Initially, the warrior caste reacted
violently to the refusal of their new castes’ action by
leveling Placard, a modest city of over half a million people.
Despite the level of blood spilled, the Tanites remained
steadfast in their refusal to acquiesce. It appeared

that the Cobras were going to have to annihilate the
recalcitrant colonists.
By 2995, the Tanites had built up enough arms to
challenge the Clan. Taking advantage of the light military
presence, a rebel group on Alexandra seized the main
DropPort and declared the planet free. While bold, the
action drew the wrath of the Cobras, who dropped nearly
half its touman over the next two years in a bloody assault
to retake the system. Still unwilling to fully integrate
into the Clan system, however, the Tanites prepared to
die rather than give in. An eleventh-hour meeting in
2997 between the labor and merchant caste leaders and
several Tanite officials saved the colonies from complete
genocide. The deal, while cementing the Clan’s ownership
of its new colonies, irritated the Cobra’s warrior caste.
Assured by its merchant and labor Factors there would be
no more trouble, the Clan Council left the system under
nominal garrison rather than continue tying up warrior
resources. [Why the warriors did not simply ignore the deal is
unknown, to the Clan’s everlasting shame. –JD]
The Cobras would remain the system’s overlord,
maintaining a military presence on all three planets. The
Tanites would govern themselves and operate as normal,
adjusting their output and resources to provide whatever
the Cobra merchants required. The Cobra leadership
decided to keep their new conquest isolated and
prevented the rest of the Clan’s lower castes—aside from
occasional specialists—from integrating with the Tanites.
The Clan’s leadership vigorously defended their new
holdings, which were perceived as mostly worthless by
other Clans. If other Clans had scrutinized the system
more closely, it would have been apparent that the Tanite
worlds were not fully operating according to Kerensky’s
laws. Output was continuously low and in 3004, heavy
sterilization protocols were put in place.
Largely left alone and under strict population
controls, the Tanites became a breeding ground for a
thriving Dark Caste black market. Clan Burrock (and later
Clan Star Adder) took advantage of the situation with the
arrival of garrison forces. The Tanite leaders maintained
their status quo and a façade of subservience to their Clan
masters, all the while enlarging its reach as a haven for the
Dark Caste and several Society cells.
When the Burrock’s shadow leadership approached
the Tanites with their plans for a rebirth, it was an easy
choice for the oppressed colonies to make. That choice
that led to the loss of the majority of the system’s native
population less than a decade later.
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Looking Ahead
My Khan:
As requested, I have compiled our most recent Watch reports from Loremaster Paik and loaded
them onto the system. I have attached a summary of each Clan for quick review to prepare you for the
upcoming Grand Council meeting. After looking them over myself, the proposed invasion plan you
have in mind stands a very good chance of success—as long as we appeal to each Clan’s interests. As
Stanislov N’Buta said, “Appease your enemy’s basest instinct and the mind will follow in blood.”
-saKhan Wyatt Talasko
Update report 15123090

Political Boundaries

Over the course of the years since the end of the Reavings, a new political paradigm has
emerged among those of us remaining. Birthed from the distrust sown among the warriors of
Kerensky by the now-dead Bloody ilKhan, it has slowly burned away the last vestiges of the
Crusader/Warden ideals. Rising from the ashes of the old, these new philosophies embody the
Clans’ viewpoint of the corrupted Inner Sphere.
Of particular note is that while most Clan warriors still approach other Clan opponents with
honor and respect, the complete opposite is true when facing outsiders. This attitude has no doubt
been a direct result of the Reavings and the implied Taint that comes with non-Clan cultures.
Bastions
“We must become a bastion of honor in these dark days, until the light we guard can burn away
the blackened husk of our enemies.” (Stanislov N’Buta, 3074)
Coined from a phrase by our own former Khan N’Buta, the Bastion ideal found its roots within
the Warden philosophy. For generations, Clansmen who believed in the Warden ideology saw
themselves as the great protectors of the Inner Sphere. The Clans’ return would only be necessary
to save wayward humanity from any external threat—even that of the more aggressive Clan
warriors. Unfortunately, the Warden cause proved moot as the Inner Sphere’s own stain spread
across the Clans, sparking the bloody Reavings and subsequent caste rebellion.
Seeing the corruption for what it was, Khan Stanislov N’Buta saw not just his Star Adders
but all true Clansmen as the last remaining hope of the ideals of the Star League. Seeking to
preserve what remained, he began to transform the Clan into the role of protector rather than
invader. Before he could ultimately carry out his plan to save the Clans from the insanity of ilKhan
Andrews, he was killed.
Khan Banacek has since taken N’Buta’s nascent philosophy and molded it into one of Adder
power. With the largest fleet and touman, the Clan has taken upon itself the mantle of protector of
the shattered Clan Homeworlds. Convinced that the Inner Sphere’s Taint was largely responsible
for the political corruption that brought about the bloody and violent Reavings, Banacek’s Bastion
policy has been ruthless in keeping the remaining Clans shielded from further destruction.
The outright obliteration of the Damascus in the Deep Periphery punctuated the violent
means the Bastions would take in keeping the Clans separate from the Inner Sphere. The Cobras
received only a censure for their actions, but the message was clear. For the Clans to survive in this
new age, the only contact tolerated with the distant Inner Sphere would be the coming invasion.
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Political Boundaries (Continued)

Aggressors
“In order to bring the light to the outer darkness, we must not hide behind bulwarks of honor but
be aggressive in purifying the stars that lay before us.” (Stanislov N’Buta, 3075)
A recent offshoot that has taken hold of the younger generation of Clan warriors, the
Aggressors seek to take the Bastion viewpoint to the bloody extreme. A merging of both Banacek’s
philosophies and selected writings of the Bloody ilKhan, the Aggressors strive to protect the
Clans by obliterating the Inner Sphere Taint straight from the source. Advocates of this view have
quietly been clamoring for a new invasion of the Inner Sphere using the catastrophic violence of
warfare’s most extreme measures.
This new ideology has several drawbacks, the largest being the complete abandonment
of Clan honor rules and combat structure in order to carry out the means. Many within Clan
leadership positions, with fresh memories of the depths plunged during the Reavings, have
blocked several ristars with this mindset from attaining positions of authority. Despite the lack of
political clout, the movement continues to take hold among those warriors not blooded by the
Reavings.
The movement’s strongest adherents are found, ironically, within Clan Star Adder.
Recognizing the danger, the Clan’s leadership has tried to counteract the Aggressors by assigning
several Clusters to various Trials. Lately, the Adders have authorized extended raids of the Imperio
and the more distant Hanseatic League. The furious combat has done much to slake the violent
thirst of the Aggressors—as well as lay the groundwork for future invasion plans.
-Loremaster Sepha Paik
Update addendum 05113090

Clan Cloud Cobra

stronghold, producing nearly three-quarters of the
Cobra’s military equipment and standard hardware. The
largest producer of ProtoMechs in the Kerensky Cluster,
the Cobras have flexed their fledgling mercantile powers.
A standing arrangement now four years old has given the
Adders ProtoMechs, the Coyotes germanium and raw
metals, and the Cobras aerospace fighters and DropShips.
Such a strong trade agreement provided the impetus
for the Stone Lion’s aggressive invasion and seizure of all
of the Cobra’s enclaves on Bearclaw in 3088. The Lions
bid the bulk of Psi Galaxy, soundly defeating the Cobra’s
Omicron Galaxy in a series of trials fought in some of the
planet’s harshest terrain. The Lions also gained the Cobra’s
Brimstone as isorla.
Impressed with the Lion’s battle acumen, Khan
Hollyann Kardaan quietly supported the Lion’s call for
resources to be used in cleaning and repairing enclaves
abandoned in the recent wars. A joint labor-scientist caste
operation in 3089 restarted two facilities on Marshall. Their
success provides both Clans a limited supply of Mist Lynx
OmniMechs and Broadsword-class DropShip components.
Scientists from both Clans have been responsible for
maintaining the supply levels of HarJel on Strato Domingo,
which dipped to critical levels for a time after the Diamond
Sharks fled Clan space.

Recent Happenings
In the few years since claiming the former Scorpion
homeworld of Roche, the Cloud Cobras have transformed
the planet. The system is now the Clan’s primary
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My khans:
What follows is a brief rundown of the Clans’ current war doctrine and strategy. A more
detailed report is being compiled for use with our new sibko training programs. This synopsis,
with your approval, will be distributed to all warriors of Star Colonel and higher rank to help
facilitate intelligent future bidding.
-Loremaster Jackie Ravenwater
Manual of War, Update 31043089

Tactics of War
Clan Strategies & Tactics

order to secure their larger holdings. As a result, the Clan
lost access to many of their more common OmniMech
chassis. Fortunately, they have been able to supplement
their shortages with some of their newly gained
manufacturing sites. With the abandonment of their
ProtoMech program, the Coyotes traded their ProtoMech
factories to the other Clans for additional scientist groups,
extra sibkos, and other supplies.
Their smaller touman allows the Clan to field a
higher percentage of OmniMechs than other Clans while
stockpiling extra ‘Mechs for future sibkos. The Coyotes
still prefer to use heftier, slower ‘Mechs as their primary
forces. Unfortunately, because the Coyotes are no longer
using ProtoMechs—frequently used in scouting and
harassment roles—they have compensated by fielding
faster, more agile light ‘Mechs and aerospace fighters in
reconnaissance and scout roles.

Warfare among the Clans has always been one of
strategy and precision. The Reavings altered the Clans’
ideals regarding doctrine and principles. As we take
the time to redefine our purpose and dedication to the
Founder’s ways, a sharper focus is given to how each Clan
conducts the honor of war.
The following is a summary of how each Clan’s war
doctrine has changed since the catastrophic events of
the Reavings. Understanding how each Clan approaches
the battlefield is a key component to conquering the
bidding process, which will win great honor for the
warrior and the Clan.
Clan Cloud Cobra
The Reavings severely wore down Clan Cloud
Cobra’s ground forces, despite the frequent application
of zellbrigen. Likewise, heavy combat left the Cobras with
fewer ‘Mech factories than its fellow Clans, forcing them
to trade or trial for supplies and replacements of units
they did not produce. Particularly among its ‘Mech forces,
the Cobras heavily favor their own production while still
fielding small numbers of other models.
In order to more effectively use their forces, Khan
Kardaan reorganized the Clan to ensure each Galaxy
has at least one Cluster each of ‘Mechs, battle armor/
ProtoMechs, and aerospace fighters. With their higher
number of aerospace forces and production facilities, the
Cobras frequently refuse safcon, instead declaring Trials
for landing rights to be fought in space or in the skies
above their enclaves. This tactic has helped the Cobras
hold entire worlds (or whole continents on worlds they
share) with only a few Trinaries of ground forces.

Clan Star Adder
As one of the strongest Clans prior to the Reavings,
Clan Star Adder emerged with the largest touman, navy,
and territory. Along with its new Bastion philosophy,
the Star Adders have zealously stepped into the role of
guardian of the Clan Way. Considering themselves the
model of Clan honor, the Adders frequently fight with
strict adherence to zellbrigen, the exception being nonClan foes. Most warriors would rather lose a battle and
keep their honor than win against a Clan opponent using
dezgra tactics.
In light of their strict adherence to the Clan code, most
‘Mechs fielded by the Clan feature a variety of weapons,
allowing the warrior to quickly damage and finish off a
target. Clan Star Adder’s leadership—and the majority of
its warriors—prefer heavy and assault class ‘Mechs that
blend speed and firepower. The only exception is in the
light ‘Mechs used by the Clan, which tend to focus heavily
on firepower.

Clan Coyote
With their touman shattered by Society defections
and the Trials of Cleansing, the Coyotes abandoned many
of their smaller enclaves—even those with factories—in
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equipment quality and types that forces may draw upon
based on their prestige, reliability, and so forth. To use this
RAT, first determine the appropriate Tech Level of the unit
being generated and consult the Tech Level table below.
Apply the listed bonus to a 2D6 for the final result.
The Keshik Tech Level only applies when a Frontline
unit is led by a Khan, saKhan, or Loremaster.
For a list of sources, consult the table below.

Random Assignment Tables (RATs) are designed
to aid players who wish to quickly generate diverse
forces for game play, but can also be used as a guide
when determining the likely equipment used by a given
faction during a campaign set in the Clan Homeworlds
from 3072 onward. Players are not required to use these
tables, but they can be immensely helpful in a pinch.
If used, the following tables and rules replace those
presented in the core rulebooks, such as Total Warfare
and A Time of War.
To randomly assign pilot quality, the appropriate
tables in Total Warfare (see p. 273) still apply.

OMNI UNITS
Whenever a RAT result indicates an Omni Unit
(including battle armor equipped with modular weapons),
the controlling player may choose any variant available to
that design. Only Clan Coyote (3072), Society, and Dark
Caste Omni units may use the “Z” variant (OmniMechs and
OmniFighters only). Omni units are marked on the RATs
with an asterisk (*).

USING THE RANDOM ASSIGNMENT TABLES
The Random Assignment Tables (RATs) presented
here are more extensive than those seen in the core
rulebooks, and are meant to reflect the various levels of

Sourcebook TABLE
Abbreviation
3060
3067
3075
3085
3050U-C
3050U-I
3055U
3058U-C
3058U-I
3085-PP
Golden
Klondike
Prototypes
TR3057
WOR
WORS

Source
BC-211p
CAT35169p
CAT35167p
CAT35168p
BC205
BC204
BC209
BC-203Ap
BC-203Bp
BC-214p
CAT35630
CAT35230ap
CAT35132
FPR35007p
CAT35306
CAT35S002

Record Sheets: 3060 Upgrade Unabridged
Record Sheets: 3067
Record Sheets: 3075
Record Sheets: 3085
Record Sheets: 3050 Upgrade, Clan and Star League
Record Sheets: 3050 Upgrade, Inner Sphere
Record Sheets: 3055 Upgrade Unabridged
Record Sheets: 3058 Upgrade, Clan and Star League
Record Sheets: 3058 Upgrade, Inner Sphere
Record Sheets 3085: Project Phoenix
Era Digest: Golden Century
Record Sheets: Operation Klondike
Technical Readout: Prototypes
Technical Readout: 3057 Revised
The Wars of Reaving
The Wars of Reaving Supplemental

RAT Modifier TABLE
Tech Level
Keshik
Frontline
Second Line±
Command*

‘Mech
+10
+8
+0
+10

Battle Armor
+5
+4
+0
+2

Vehicle
+5
+3
+0
+2

ProtoMechs
+10
+8
+0
+10

Aerospace
+10
+6
+0
+10

±Includes standard Society and Dark Caste forces		*Society and Dark Caste command-level units only
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